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Bargaining Begins – Update from your President
The current CUPE/SAHO collective agreement for
CUPE health care workers was achieved and ratified
by members of CUPE locals 3967, 4777, 4980, 5111
and 5999 on April 11 and signed on June 24, 2014.
The collective agreement remains in effect until
March 31, 2017, and on April 1, 2016 CUPE
members realized a general wage increase of 1.95 per
cent applied to the base rates of pay.
While the expiry of the collective agreement is 10
months away, the CUPE Health Care Council, locals
and health care staff have developed a pre-bargaining
strategy and timeline of activity to carry us through
the year in preparation for the next round of
negotiations.
For the month of May 2016, the council and staff are
asking you to identify your bargaining priorities for
the upcoming round of negotiations through an
“online membership survey”. Information on how to
access the online survey has been circulated to the
membership through the five health care locals and is
available on their websites as well as the council’s
website. For members who cannot access the online
survey, you will have an opportunity to submit your
priorities or proposals through a hard copy form
available through your local union office.
Once members have had an opportunity to submit
their priorities/proposals your council Bargaining
Committee and staff will meet to develop a proposal
package. This will be followed by a membership/local
bargaining tour in the fall of 2016 where you will
have an opportunity to hear about the package and
have further input in to the finalization of the proposal
package going forward on your behalf.
When the membership bargaining tour is complete,
the council will hold a bargaining conference in
November where delegates from the five locals will
have an opportunity to endorse a proposal package.

This strategy will allow you the opportunity to
optimize your participation through the
bargaining process and will guide us before and
during the upcoming round of negotiations.
Your input to the process matters. Thank you in
advance for your participation in the process.
For further information you can contact:
•

CUPE Local 3967: (306) 757-7925 or
visit www.cupe3967.com

•

CUPE Local 4777: (306) 922-0600 or
visit www.4777.cupe.ca

•

CUPE Local 4980: (306) 783-1396 or
visit www.cupelocal4980.com

•

CUPE Local 5111: (306) 445-6433 or
visit www.5111.cupe.ca

•

CUPE Local 5999: (306) 842-1559 or
visit www.5999.cupe.ca

•

CUPE Health Care Council: (306) 5462185 or www.cupesaskhcc.ca

In Solidarity,
Gordon Campbell, CHCC President

Did you know?

CUPE calls for proper support to rural
emergency services in Sun Country
CUPE Local 5999 is calling for the next provincial
government to properly support rural emergency
medical response services (EMS) in Sun Country Health
Region.
“There are chronic staff shortages that can lead to
shutdowns of EMS on a continual basis in multiple
communities in the Sun Country region. Rural
communities can be without EMS for as much as 10
days a month,” said Sandra Seitz, president of CUPE
Local 5999. “This means that the already short-staffed
communities are covering larger areas in emergencies,
and response times are longer, due to those periods of
wider coverage.”
“Patient care is the most important part of our job as
EMS and health care providers. This is our prime
directive. The present issues have a direct impact on our
patients, whether it be in response time due to staff
shortages or the quality of care available. These issues
are directly and negatively affecting patient health,” said
Michael Harlos, an EMS worker in Redvers.
EMS is a vital service and should be treated as such.
EMS workers should be paid according to their level of
training and not have to have a full time occupation on
the side to support themselves and their families.
“There are many EMS workers in the Sun Country
district working between 4,000 and 7,000 on-call hours

per year, compared to 1,944 average hours for full time
work,” said Cindy Thompson of Maryfield EMS.
“These working conditions make it hard to recruit new
staff and retain the staff we have,” said Harlos. “Workers
are paid very little for our time on call. On top of this, only
the hours where we respond to a call count towards
benefits, holiday accruals, or pensionable earnings.”
“EMS workers are the first response in pre-hospital care.
They play an essential role in our health care system, and
our provincial government needs to be supporting this
work,” said Seitz. “CUPE is calling for the next
government to invest in our emergency medical services so
every community has access to timely care.”

CUPE Local 5111 wins name tag arbitration
A Saskatchewan arbitrator ruled that including first and last names on employee nametags endangers workers
and violates provincial workplace health and safety law.
The ruling was a major victory for Local 5111 (Prairie North Regional Health Authority). The local filed a
grievance after its employer introduced a new policy in 2012 that required employees to wear nametags with
both their first and last names.
The health region claimed the change was made to improve patient interactions, but many members of Local
5111 were concerned that including their last name on the nametags would allow them to be stalked, harassed or
subjected to violence outside of the workplace.
After several days of testimony in the spring of 2015, the arbitrator ruled that the nametag policy “fails to comply
with the occupational health and safety provisions found in Division III of the Saskatchewan Employment Act
principally because of the absence of a proper risk assessment and the implementation of appropriate
safeguards”. The grievance was also upheld on the grounds of privacy and reasonableness. The employer was
directed to issue new nametags with the first name only.
The arbitration win is significant for Local 5111, which spent more than three years challenging the dangerous
rule. The decision also sets precedent for other locals struggling with similar nametag issues.

CUPE concerned about two-tiered CT scans
The Canadian Union of Public Employees
stands with the Canadian Health Coalition,
Canadian Doctors for Medicare, and the
Saskatchewan Union of Nurses in opposing the
Saskatchewan Party's recently announced plans
to expand privatization of diagnostic imaging
from MRIs to CT scans.
"We know that Saskatchewan people - like all
Canadians - cherish public health care as one of
the great social advances of the 20th century. Yet
the current Saskatchewan government appears
determined to incrementally dismantle our
public health care system and replace it with a
for-profit, two-tier system," says CUPE
Saskatchewan president Tom Graham.
Last year, a legal opinion commissioned by
CUPE found that the Saskatchewan
government's legislation ushering in private, forprofit MRI clinics violates the Canada Health
Act. Federal Minister of Health Jane Philpott is
currently reviewing the legislation to assess its
compliance with the Act.
The Saskatchewan Party government claims that
privatization is the answer for reducing wait
times, but this contradicts evidence and expert
opinion while striking at the foundational
principle of Medicare: equal access to health care
based on need rather than private wealth.
As has been shown with private, user-pay MRI
clinics in other Canadian provinces, private CT
scan services will:
▪
▪
▪

Permit queue-jumping
Increase existing inequities in the current
system
Poach workers from the public sector
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▪
▪

Fail to reduce public wait times
Increase public health costs

The reason for these outcomes is that private
user-pay clinics and services primarily exist to
maximize profits for their investors. Profit
inserts misaligned incentives into health care,
corroding the entire sector while actually driving
up public costs.
"Where there are limitations within our existing
capacity, the answer is simply to increase that
capacity within the public system," says
Graham. "There is no evidence to suggest that
these privatization schemes improve health care
delivery or reduce costs - and there's really a lot
of evidence showing the opposite."
"These privatization initiatives in health care are
driven by ideology and not best practices or the
public good," says Gordon Campbell, president
of the CUPE Health Care Council, which
represents 13,600 Saskatchewan health care
workers. "Investing in public health care is the
simple, proven solution."

CUPE Celebrates National Nursing Week
National Nursing Week is an important time
to recognize the tremendous work CUPE
members do every day to deliver high quality
patient care as part of the nursing team.
This year it is very important that we take a
moment to reflect on the role of Licensed
Practical Nurses (LPNs) because some of
concerns that are being floated in the media
about LPNs working outside of their scope of
practice.
LPNs are skilled nurses who have been trained
and accredited to providing a wide range of
medical assessments and procedures. They are
valuable members of the health care team, but
unfortunately, their role is often misunderstood.
LPNs have to fight to do the job they were
trained to do and love doing. The underutilization of LPNs has been a long-standing
problem in Saskatchewan. Although the
provincial government amended the LPN Act in
2000 to enable LPNs to work to their full scope
of training and not under the direction of an
RN, many practical nurses still are not permitted
to perform all of their professional skills.
For over a decade, CUPE has been tracking how
well five health regions utilize the full range of
LPN skills and has lobbied for improvements.
There has been a significant increase over the
last eleven years in the number of LPNs who
feel their skills are fully utilized. In 2003, only
39.9% of LPNs surveyed said their employer
allowed them to work to their full scope of
practice. In 2014, 76.2% of LPNs said they
“always” or “usually” work to their full scope of
practice. The real issue in health care is not
about LPNs working outside their scope of
practice – it is that many LPNs are unable to
fully utilize their skill set and training to help
patients.
CUPE strongly supports multidisciplinary

teamwork and full utilization of all team
members' skills and training. Our health care system
needs to maximize the skills of all members of the
nursing team – including LPNs and Continuing Care
Assistants. When we work together we can ensure that
all patients have access to the care they need
The Saskatchewan government has proclaimed
May 12 as Continuing Care Assistants Day and
May 13 as Licensed Practical Nurses Day. We
would like to take this time to thank our members
who are a vital part of the nursing team for all the
work they do, today and every day.
CUPE will continue to advocate for our members
and fight for a public health care system that allows
for every team member to engage fully in
providing high quality care.

Are you on Facebook?
Do you want to make sure you are up-todate on the latest news affecting health
care workers in Saskatchewan? Like us on
Facebook today!

www.facebook.com/CUPEHCC
/cope491

